The Concerto Range

The Concer to, a modern and
stylish recliner tailored for
individual comfor t and care.
Complete Adaptability,
Suitable for Any Environment
The Concer to offers excellent pressure management solutions
and postural suppor t, whilst providing a modern stylish look
that complements any environment.

Suitable Environments

Home

Nursing &
Residential Homes

Healthcare

Fabric Shown:
Highland Teal & Grey VP

Posture & Pressure Care

Multiple Back Options

Removable Seat Wrap

The Concer to offers a range of posture
and pressure care solutions. Medium
pressure care is standard with the ability
to accommodate high risk air and
gel solutions.

The Concer to is available with multiple
back options allowing any user to find
comfor t. Zipped rear access allow fibre
adjustment which can be beneficial to
postural conditions.

The combination of a removable seat
wrap and seat inser t can accommodate
high risk gel and air solutions. The
removable features offer quick and easy
access when cleaning is required.

Additional Back Options

2-Tier Drop Back

Vertical 2-Tier Drop Back

Fibre Lateral Back

Foam Lateral Back

A classic fibre filled back cushion
provides a soft feel and
maximum comfor t. The 2-Tier
Drop Back comes fully
adjustable with zip access at the
rear to offer bespoke suppor t
around the back area.

A fibre filled back designed for
a comfor table feel to aid in the
reduction of pressure around
the mid back and spinal area,
Beneficial to users with more
complex postural needs such as
Scoliosis and Kyphosis.

A soft fibre filled Lateral Back
with a soft fibre filled headrest.
This will not only provide
comfor t, it also will help to
maintain a healthy mid-line
position from the hips upwards,
which is key for good posture.

A firm foam filled Lateral Back
with a soft fibre filled headrest.
This will not only provide
comfor t, it also will help to
maintain a healthy mid-line
position from the hips upwards,
which is key for good posture.

Variable Cushion Inserts
Poor seating can affect a clients well-being, so providing the
correct seating position and pressure relief is vital, and this
star ts by ensuring the stability of the pelvis.
The Concer to is built to accommodate a variety of air/gel
solutions for high risk users combined with the versatility of
the back options can enhance a clients posture.

3-Tier drop back
Multiple back options available
to suit specific user needs
Vapour-permeable fabric
applied to all contact areas
for ease of cleaning
Robust stylish arm

Removable seat wrap

Castors
(locking castor option also available)

Petite

Standard

Classic

Grande

Tall

Size Matrix
Measurements Shown In Inches.

Size

Seat Height

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Back Height

Arm Height

Petite

16

18

18

26

6

Standard

18

18

19

27

7

Classic

19

20

20

27

7

Grande

18

22

20

27

7

Tall

20

20

21

29

7

Require an alternative size? We offer a Bespoke Manufacturing service. Contact us for details.
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Design

*

Craft

YEAR WARRANTY

ON ALL PRODUCTS
AS STANDARD

*

Quality
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